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Abstract: We have developed a “WBS(Work Breakdown Structure) process model” 
for a business application software development project. We have also developed a 
project management system called “PRO-NAVI” which works on the “WBS process 
model.” This WBS process model” provides (1) mutual mapping to the “software 
development processes”, “activities”, “products”, “know-how,” “rules”, and 
“standards”, and provides (2) comprehensive control.  The role of “project 
management” in a business application software development project is recognized to  
be of more importance.  These projects generally involve huge efforts, and cost heavy 
pay-loads to their “project management.” Thus, an efficient project management 
system is needed.  We have developed “PRO-NAVI”.  We have applied and evaluated 
“PRO-NAVI” with number of projects and confirmed, it is effective for efficient 
project fulfillment.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Digitization and networking of the society is accelerated, such as seen in diffusion of internet/WEB , and in 
business application software development, requirements for larger scale, higher function, shorter delivery 
schedule, and cheaper cost are urged.  Accordingly, role of project management is becoming more important 
to carry out business application software development projects as planned: [1],[2],[3],[4].   
  Generally in a project management, repetition of so called Plan-Do-Check-Action process, make plan, 
execute, check progress situation, and take action if necessary is said to be fundamental.  A project is a set of 
multiple works and their consequential products, and a project management is a facilitation to make these 
works done with efficiency and to manage works and products.  Therefore, a system to support a project 
management is required. 
 
This paper is a proposal of a management method of works and products and a project management support 
method based on WBS(Work Breakdown Structure) process model: [5],[6],[7],[8] 
We also show our actual development of “PRO-NAVI”, which is a WBS-based project management system. 
As project management systems, MS-Project [9], ProcessDirector [10]，KnowledgePLAN [11] are well 
known products. As Product document management systems, DocumentBroker [12] and documentum [13] 
are well known products. We thought a new point of view is required, to relate and use with efficiency, of 
project process information, work information, product information, know-how information, which both of 
above have. PRO-NAVI” provides [a] clear definition of software development process, work, and products 
of the project at the project planning phase, [b] grasp of project progress status, [c] standardization of software 
project development process and navigation, [d] sharing of project knowledge such as project products and 
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“know how.” These add to improve efficiency of projects promotion. PRO-NAVI” is used by more than 1,000 
projects by now and will be used more. 
In this paper, we will show a modeling business application software project by WBS in chapter 2, realization 
by “PRO-NAVI” in chapter 3, we will also show an application example, evaluation and consideration in 
chapter 4, and summary and address future issues in chapter 5. 
 
 
2. WBS 
2.1    WBS process model  
WBS is a hierarchy chart to describe project goals in detail.   
Department of Defense handbook “Work Breakdown Structure defines WBS as below: [5] 
(1) A product-oriented family tree composed of hardware, software, services, data, and facilities. The family 
tree results from systems engineering efforts during the acquisition of a defense material item. 
(2) A WBS displays and defines the product, or products, to be developed and/or produced. It relates the 
elements of work to be accomplished to each other and to the end product. 
(3) A WBS can be expressed down to any level of interest. However the top three levels are as far as any 
program or contract need go unless the items identified are high cost or high risk. Then, and only then, is it 
important to take the work breakdown structure to a lower level of definition. 
”PMBOK” defines WBS as,  
“A deliverable-oriented grouping of project elements that organizes and defines the total work scope of the 
project. Each descending level represents an increasingly detailed definition of the project work,: [6]”  
 In this paper, we will explain according to the definition of [6].  We will also call each element of WBS as 
“work”. 
2.2    Project planning based on WBS 
(1) “Standard PRO-NAVI WBS” 
We propose a five layer WBS process model for a software development project and name it “Standard 
PRO-NAVI WBS”. 
[a]first layer: project  [b]second layer: sub-project  [c]third layer: phase  [d]fourth layer: work step 
[e]fifth layer: products 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Project name ··1st Layer(Project) 
   Sub-project name ··2nd Layer(Sub-project) 
     Requirement Analysis ··3rd Layer(Phase) 
     Business Requirement Design 
     Software Design 
       Architecture Design ··4th Layer(Work Step) 

   Process Design Document ··5th Layer(Product) 
   System component Definition 

· 
· 

       Test Planning 
· 
· 

     Software Detailed Design 
       D-layer detailed design 

 SQL Definition Document 
· 

       F-Layer Class Design 
· 
· 

     Programming & Unit Test 
     Combination test 

· 
· 

Fig.1 Standard PRO-NAVI WBS 
Figure 1 shows an example of Standard PRO-NAVI WBS”. 
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First layer is the project itself. 
 We divide the whole software to be developed by a project to several loosely related sub systems and name 
each project to develop one of these sub systems as sub-project. We define this sub-project as the second layer. 
For example, for a project to develop a management administration system for an enterprise, first layer will be 
“management administration system”, second layer will be sub systems of management administration 
system such as “employee management system,” “account manage system,” “merchandise management 
system,” and so on. 
“Standard PRO-NAVI WBS” defines names of works in 3rd, 4th, and 5th layer as shown in figure 1.   
Third layer, that is, phase, is equivalent to waterfall model development phase: [14],[15] , and are divided 
ones of project lifecycles, and consists of 7, namely as, requirement analysis, business requirement design, 
software design, software detailed design, programming and test, combination test, and integrated or system 
test.  These phase proceed with time by the above order. 
The fourth layer ,or work steps, are detailed works of each phase and divided to multiple concrete works. 
Software design for example, will be divided to following 7 work steps: architecture design, test planning, 
business process design, database layer class design, function layer class design, presentation layer event 
design, and physical database design. 
Fifth layer, or products, are process design document, system parts definition document, business flow 
diagram, display transition diagrams and so on. 
Product entities are managed by files.  One product is designed to be constituted by one or more than one files 
so that more than one project member can share the works concerning one product. For example, process 
design document can be made of two following files, online process design document and batch process 
design document.  We call this file as product file, and this product file will not show up to standard 
PRO-NAVI WBS. We simply call product file as product when it is not necessary to make distinction. A 
chronological order do exist among phase as listed, however, no peculiar relation in time exists among work 
step and product. These work step, work item corresponds to activities and tasks of SLCP-JCF98, which is a 
common frame for software centric development and trades: [16] 
(2) Optimization of “Standard PRO-NAVI WBS” 
A “Standard PRO-NAVI WBS” defines a standard business application software development process, and 
may cause excess or deficiency of works. So, we made a concept of “customized PRO-NAVI WBS,” which is 
a derivative of  “Standard PRO-NAVI WBS”, whose works are given more details and given layers, given 
necessary works, delete unnecessary work, rename work, so as to be optimized for a peculiar project.  
However, we have given restrictions to special works in the “Standard PRO-NAVI WBS.”  By this, we can 
easily promote standardization of project management method for, and a project may add certain 
“structure ”to the “customized PRO-NAVI WBS” for various projects have same product names, work names, 
and similar basic structures.  When there is no need to make distinctions between “Standard PRO-NAVI 
WBS” and “customized PRO-NAVI WBS”, we simply call them as “PRO-NAVI WBS.”  We have prepared 
multiple, not ONE, Standard PRO-NAVI WBS”, so that customized PRO-NAVI WBS” can be made with 
ease. 
(3) A project planning based on “PRO-NAVI WBS”   
A project plan can be clearly defined by deciding project start date, project end date, project member, work 
start dates, work end dates, work member assignments. PRO-NAVI WBS” can add relations among works 
and products in project direction and also add relations beyond layers from upper to lower levels. A project 
member may need to refer prerequisite product to do a work. A project member may also be able to do works 
efficiently with common project knowledge of standards, procedures, and worksheets. 
So, add four information to each work of “PRO-NAVI WBS”:  
1) prerequisite works prior to current work,  
2) common knowledge required, such as rules and procedures, 
3) Assigned members, due dates and progress status of the work(started, not started, completed, reviewed 

and granted, 
4) product files that constitutes an product, assigned member, updated time, version number and progress 

status.  
Also facilitate so that each project member may refer to these information.  By this, we can have following 
effects:(a) A project plan and its progress status are clear to its member, and project plan and progress 
information can be easily access, hence the “PRO-NAVI WBS” structure is identical to the project’s 
development processes.(b) Project’s common knowledge such as products, rules, procedures and worksheets 
can be easily found and referred because they are not only uniformly managed but also related to respective 
works, thus higher quality, higher efficiency and standardization of works can be done.   
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Project member information  
 

HARADA  
AWANE 
OOSATO 

: 

Scheduled start : 2004/4/10 
Scheduled finish : 2005/1/28 
Actual start :       2004/4/10 
Actual end  :        - 
Project name : Business Admin. 

· 
 · 

WORK1: System Planning 
  WORK1.1: ··· 

· 
· 

 
WORK2: Requirement Analysis 
  WORK2.1: Business Process Analysis 
    WORK2.1.1: Working Language Library
 

WORK1.1 
· 
· 

Documentation 
Standard 

· 
·

ASSIGNED : HARADA 
Scheduled start : 2004/4/5 
Scheduled finish : 2004/4/16 
Actual start : 2004/4/5 
Actual finish : - 
Progress Status : STARTED 

· 
·

 Customized PRO-NAVI WBS 
 Prerequisite Work 

 Organization documents 

 
Product files 

File NAME : W.L.L –manufacturer 
Assigned :   AWANE 
Registration:  AWANE 
Registration: 2004/4/9 10:00:00 
Updated : 2004/4/16 15:10:00 
Version number : 2 
Progress Status : Customer REVIEW
                      · 
                      · 

Project General Information 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Work’s plan/progress Status  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2  An example of attached information to PRO-NAVI WBS 
 
Figure 2 shows an example of information added to the “PRO-NAVI WBS”.  In this example, “customized 
PRO-NAVI WBS” and project member information are added to fundamental information of a business 
administration project. Additionally, plan of work itself and prerequisite works, common references, and 
product files information are also added. Figure 2 shows one member HARADA  is scheduled to finish a 
working language library  by 2004/4/16, and manufacturer’s part of the working language library is assigned 
to AWANE and was updated on 2004/4/12. 
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3.  “PRO-NAVI”, a project management system based on WBS process model. 
We have developed a project management system “PRO-NAVI”, based on “PRO-NAVI WBS process 
model.” In this chapter, we explain the schematics, functions and installation of “PRO-NAVI”. 
3.1   Structure and functions of “PRO-NAVI” 
(1) Structure of “PRO-NAVI” 
Figure 3 shows the structure of “PRO-NAVI”. 

Client PC 

 

Project information 
processing part 

Project information 
display processing part 

Product Management 
part 

Prerequisite Work 

“The Web Server” 

Internet/Intranet 

Product 
DB 

Project 
Information 

DB 

Developer 
Project 

information 

Products 

Client PC 

Manager 
Project 

information 

Project 
planning 

 
Fig.3 The structure of PRO-NAVI 

 
“PRO-NAVI” is composed of “the Web server” and more than one client PCs, and communicates through 
internet or intranet.  The “Web server” is connected with the Project information DB and the Product DB.  The 
Project information DB stores the information shown in figure 2.  The Product DB stores product files, which 
are entities of products.  “The Web server” has project information processing part, project information 
display processing part and product management part.  A project plan which is made on a manager’s client PC 
will be sent to “the Web server”, and then processed by the project information processing part, and then 
stored in the Project information DB.  A project information which is stored in the Project information DB, 
will be processed by the project information display processing part, and then sent to the manager’s client PC 
or to a developer’s client PC, and then displayed. 
 
(2) Project information display function 
Two kinds of project information display functions for each project member’s client PC are provided and are 
called private view and project view. 
(a) private view 
The private view is a screen to display the work, list of product files, and the progress status of the project 
member who operates his or her client PC. Actual screen example is shown in figure 4. This example shows 
multiple projects or sub projects one member participates in, works assigned, list of product files made and 
registered.  The “project path (in Japanese)”represents first and second layers of the “PRO-NAVI WBS”, and 
“work path (in Japanese)” represents the third layer or below. 
   The first item of figure 4 shows he or she is assigned to a “business integration project (in Japanese)”, is 
assigned a project work “definition of non-functional requirements (system requirements) (in Japanese) ”, 
and the due date is “2004/12/10”, and the progress status is “started (in Japanese)”.If one member belongs to 
multiple projects, all the works assigned and list of product files of every belonging project will be displayed. 
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project path work path  

definition of non- functional 
requirements 

(system requirement) business integration project 

started 

 
Fig.4  An example of private view 

 
(b)project view 
The project view is a screen to display “PRO-NAVI WBS,” product information of each WORK, and 
reference information of each WORK.  A screen example is shown in figure 5.If one selects a work on 
“PRO-NAVI WBS display frame” on the left of the screen, related WORK and a list of product files, assigned 
member, due dates, and progress status will be displayed as “Product information display frame” on the right 
of the screen.  If one selects product file in addition, he or she may view files registered as products. 

Fig.5  An example of project view 

definition of non-functional 
requirements(system requirement) 

 

 

system requirement 
definition document use model

percentage of 
band-width   

share-weekly day and 
time wise 

HARADA 

due date 

system requirement 
examples 

Division 
standards 

non-functional 
requirements 

setting guidance 

reference 
information 
display frame 

product 
information 
display  frame 

PRO-NAVI WBS
display frame 

 
A “reference information display frame ” on lower right of the screen will display products and common 
information of the organization to be referenced. If one selects one item, he or she may read relevant 
document. For example, in figure 5, one has selected  “definition of non-functional requirements (system 
requirements) (in Japanese) ” of “PRO-NAVI WBS display frame”, and the “Product information display 
frame” displays assigned member as HARADA (in Japanese), due date (in Japanese) as 2004/12/10, and 
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status (in Japanese) as “started” are displayed.  In addition, “definition of non-functional requirements 
(system requirements) (in Japanese) ” is composed of three product files and displayed with assigned member 
name and status, namely, “system requirement definition document”, “use-model”, “percentage of 
band-width share – weekly day and time wise.”  
Also, the “reference information display frame ” displays common information to refer when defining 
non-functional requirements (system requirements), namely, “non-functional requirements setting guidance 
(in Japanese)”, “Division standard”, and “system requirement examples”. 
(3) Other functions 
(a) Managers’ functions 
1) Project managers register, for project planning, project name, project period, project members, choice of 
“Standard PRO-NAVI WBS” and information required to optimize it, plan of each works, prerequisite works, 
common materials to be referenced, and product file information through his or her client PC.  These 
information will be transmitted through the network and then stored in the “Project information DB.” 
2) Project managers may refer to “Product information display frame” of the project view and then appreciate 
progress status by project planning, and status of works and product files. 
3) Project managers may directly read product files and confirm progress status or percentage of completion. 
4) One may choose one product file from a list which is displayed in the “Product information display frame”, 
and check the contents, review, or approve, and then reflect the result to the “status”. 
(b) Developers’ functions 
1) A developer may refer to his or her client PC’s private view or project view and confirm assigned work, this 
is called “To Do management”. 
2) A developer may refer to his or her project view and recognize belonging project’s plan and progress status.  
3) A developer may select product files and down load to client PC from a list displayed in his or her private 
view or project view, and then do assigned work, update product files. 
4) If prerequisite work products or a common reference of the organization is found to be required while 
making assigned product, one may select a necessary material from “Reference information display frame”, 
and then down load to client PC and refer. 
5) An updated most recent product will be sent to the server and then stored in Product DB.  At this time, 
version number of the product file will be also updated by 1, hence version management of product files are 
also performed by version numbers. 
6) On completion, the assigned member should change product and product file’s status to “COMPLETED.” 
  By 1), products start priorities and due dates are shown, and by 4), directions and examples of contents and 
contents formats are shown, and thus these are “Navigator” of works.  We name this as “NAVIGATION 
FUNCTION”. 
 

4   Evaluation 
We will state the application record and effects of “PRO-NAVI.” 
4.1   Actual application record of “PRO-NAVI” 
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Fig.6  The cumulative number of the projects using PRO-NAVI 
 
Figure 6 shows the cumulative number of the projects using “PRO-NAVI.” We have started the operation of 
“PRO-NAVI” on March, 2000.  By March, 2004, approximately 1200 projects are using “PRO-NAVI.” 
Number of documents registered counts approximately 310,000 by March, 2004. We think “PRO-NAVI” has 
become standard project management system of in-house use. 
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We have added new “standard PRO-NAVI WBS,” as number of “PRO-NAVI” user grows.  We have just 2 
standard WBS at the beginning. Now we can choose from 13 types for each project and then  optimize it.  
Added “standard PRO-NAVI WBS” are developed with name-changes, check-process-additions, 
unnecessary-work-deletions, as shown in figure 7. 
 

 
Fig.7 A kind of standard PRO-NAVI WBS 

 
For example, for financial fields WBS, we have added detailed improvements concerning systems operation. 
We have added detailed works  such as emergency operation manuals, and tests.  A project manager may 
select “standard PRO-NAVI WBS”, related with customer’s business field and customer’s role in the 
company, optimize, and then start a project. 
 

We have favorable evaluations from “PRO-NAVI” users, as shown below. 

(1)  Getting across job of the project standard document and project development plan to its project members 

has become easier. 

(2)  Development error due to “version-mistakes” has disappeared, because most recent products can be 

shared in a secured manner. 

(3)  Search job for necessary product has become much easier. 

(4)  Distribution job of product has become easier. 

(5)  Paper distribution has decreased its number. 

(6) Version management of products has become possible. 

(7)  A project manager can do “some back research” of Project progress meeting, hence the project manager 

can directly check the status of the product and its contents with “PRO-NAVI”. 
 

4.2   An application example of “PRO-NAVI” 
A railroad company ticket system construction project:  800Kilo steps of source codes to be developed, by 
200 project members in 10 separate development locations.  This large scale project applied “PRO-NAVI” to 
achieve high efficiency development and management level and to share project progress status and 
documents. 
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(1) Optimized “standard PRO-NAVI WBS” for the project. 
Figure 8 shows the optimization process of “standard PRO-NAVI WBS” to the project above. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

customized 
PRO-NAVI WBS 個別プロナビＷＢＳ 

rename 

add delete

standard  
PRO-NAVI  

WBS delete 

標準プロナビＷＢＳ 

Fig.8 An example of customization of PRO-NAVI WBS 
 

Optimization points are as follows: 
(a)  Unnecessary works or products are deleted.  Here, (system planning) and (IO design document) are 
deleted. 
(b)  Standard names of works are renamed to that of peculiar ones in the project. In figure 8, 
the name of (business process design document) is renamed to (function design document –comprehensive 
part-). 
(c)  Divided works are added as 6th layer, so that a project member can be assigned to a divided product. In 
figure 8, (function design document –comprehensive part-) is divided to (0. top cover/outline) and (1. Purpose 
and positioning). 

(2)  Comprehensive management of products and common documents. 
The “PRO-NAVI” managed 391 files as outcomes of design process, and 173 common files. 

(3)  Accurate grasp of the project progress status 
The “PRO-NAVI” ‘s product information display frame provides products progress status, and a manager 
may directly access to one specific product. Thus, a project manager may directly feel and confirm progress 
status of products or its quality.  The project is to have prescheduled progress meetings, and project members 
are to report their progresses.  The project manager compared project member’s report with “PRO-NAVI 
confirmation result”, and warned to the project member, whose confirmation result was much different,  and 
realized early detection of progress problems and suitable countermeasures. 
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(4)  Application result of “PRO-NAVI” 
 Effect of using “PRO-NAVI” is given in Table 1. 
 

Table1 Effect of using PRO-NAVI 
 

Effect of using “PRO-NAVI” 
Project planning has become easier for “customized PRO-NAVI WBS” can be made without fault, 
hence “standard PRO-NAVI WBS” lists standard works neatly. 
Project management efficiency for product management and progress management, which were 
troublesome chores due to the numbers of project members, improved 20% . 
Project products can be checked with ease. 
Specification checks become easier and rudimentary errors fade out, and reutilization of other project 
member’s product become easier and project efficiency was improved, hence, most recent version 
product can be easily accessed by other project members. 
Navigation of development jobs was done with efficiency by referring to project’s shared common 
documents such as procedures and writing examples. 
Most recent information could be delivered instantly to project members among 10 remote 
development sites. 
 
On the other hand, product progress status gathering function is pointed out to be an issue. 
For example, to grasp project progress status, one needs to select a work in “PRONAVI WBS display frame” 
of project view, and then check its progress work by work in “product information display frame”.  This 
operation method has advantage in grasping percentage of completion of product, however, it costs effort to 
grasp project progress status, and requires new function to sum up product progress. 
 
4.3    Analysis and Considerations 
From previous application result of “PRO-NAVI”, we could confirm three effects as follows:  (1) Clarify 

project planning and make it known thoroughly to the project.  (2) Correct grasp of project progress situation.  

(3) Higher quality, higher efficiency, standardization of the project due to easy access to products and 

common documents. 
It is also recognized,  with “PRO-NAVI”, one can grasp progress status with ease, however to grasp 
comprehensive project progress status, one needs to select work by work from project view displays, and this 
costs effort. For this issue, an automatic collection apparatus of project progress status based on products is 
effective, and we should make research. 
 
5.  CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have proposed a WBS process model to relate project process,  
project works, project products, and project’s common knowledge such as know-how, rules, and standards 
and a project management system “PRO-NAVI”. As is shown in chapter 4, “PRO-NAVI” provides (1) 
Clarification of software development process, work, and products of the project at the planning phase, (2) a 
grasp of project progress status, (3) standardization of software project development process and navigation, 
(4) sharing of project knowledge such as project products and “know how.” We have confirmed the 
“PRO-NAVI” is an effective system to support a project management.  
On the other hand, project progress status gathering is pointed out to be a bothersome and burdensome job 
and requires much effort.  Our next step will be the research and development of an automatic collection and 
evaluation function of project progress status based on products which are registered in “PRO-NAVI” 
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